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Abstract
The recent research aims at knowing the effect of using a model of the constructive theory based on Cognitive Apprenticeship in order to reduce pupils’ feeling with anxiety while studying math. The research sample includes 41 students at primary five studying at AL Gawharey primary school belonging to west Tanta educational department during the 1st term of the year 2019-2020. The quasi experimental method is used before and after the application. The aforementioned model is applied via a teacher's guide prepared by the researcher besides making a 23-statement scale to reduce math anxiety. These statements are distributed to 5 axes; each of them represents a situation having 2 options: positive and negative. Results show differences with statistical differences at level of ≤ 0.05. Consequently, that shows a statistically significant difference between means of pupils' grades enrolled in the experimental group at the favor of the post application. T-value mounts 18.116 which is statistically significant, whereas freedom degree mounts (40).
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Introduction
Looking at teachers as they get knowledge through understanding their experience, Cognitive Apprenticeship is derived from the constructive theory; so teachers are not passive receptors but they are active ones looking for content. Cognitive Apprenticeship methods are applied to overcome problem of acquiring knowledge besides enabling teachers to get rid of discouragement of gaining knowledge by arousing intellectual skills and making learning process clear for both teachers and learners [1]. In addition, cognitive learning helps connect theoretical and practical learning; which enables teachers to solve problems and become knowledgeable guides [2]. The theoretical history of the origins of Cognitive Apprenticeship is distilled into four useful principles, including conventional apprenticeship as a means of active learning. Apprenticeship requires a group of beginner students who help one another explore new knowledge fields [3]. At this point, a teacher is supposed to be more skillful than students and fully aware of the intended activity. Cognitive Apprenticeship is inspired by Traditional one
and able to make a social context giving learners many chances to observe teachers’ performance [4]. Cognitive Apprenticeship strategy can be a prospective for instruction design or can be used as a learning technique by which students learn guidance from teachers or experts. The so-called directed participation helps pupils to do difficult tasks individually which means learning by benefiting from the practical experience of an expert teacher [5]. The first ones to use the term “Cognitive Apprenticeship " derived from "Traditional apprenticeship" related to doing crafts in which a person practises the craft under the supervision of an expert who observes the apprentice's movements step by step and that continues gradually until making students able to do these skills [6]. In order to apply the term "apprenticeship" "on" knowledge, there are four steps to be followed: making tasks clear for pupils, making abstract contexts to force students to understand their work, and differentiating situations to make students understand what they learn teaching methods into modeling, practice, training, contemplation, expressing and exploration[7].

Despite the rapid importance of math nowadays and developments which math methodologies witness, many students and their parents do not only feel anxious towards math, but they also hate it. Educationalists see that feeling anxious during studying math is caused by various reasons: unpleasant school experience, bad of treatment of teachers towards students who face difficulties in learning math, students are afraid of math's qualities such as quickness, accuracy and proficiency or not using adequate strategies while teaching math [8]. Students at primary schools suffer from a constant emotion while doing mathematical sums and that is called "Math Anxiety" which is existed as a reaction towards math. While doing or facing mathematical problems, pupils generate symptoms of fear, freezing limbs OD over sweating [9]. To use Math phobia, argues that students are described by math phobia when they avoid doing math sums which they hate and feel anxious towards them besides considering math a difficult and mysterious puzzle [10]. Introduce a set of recommendations which help teachers reduce math anxiety including knowing and acquiring different ways of learning, making good exams, designing positive exercises, feed backing students' responses and making it clear for all that it is natural to make a mistake. and it is important for teachers to help students to think instead of memorizing. [11]

Methodology

- The recent research contributes to presenting a model of Cognitive Apprenticeship based on the constructive theory for math teachers; the thing which enables them to develop more effective strategies than the traditional ones and enriches the educational process in general and reduces math anxiety in particular.
- The recent research uses the quasi experimental method via measuring the effect of using the Cognitive Apprenticeship model which is based on the constructive theory to reduce math anxiety for primary students.
- The model cares with stages of the constructive learning coinciding with stages of the Cognitive Apprenticeship which are blended in one model to make harmony between the suggested model and the constructive theory as a methodological base for making the model which is shown in the next shape:

---

The research sample includes 41 students at primary five studying at AL Gawharey.
a primary school belonging to west Tanta educational department during the 1st term of the year 2019-2020.

➢ Search implement is a scale to measure math anxiety which is represented by 23 statements distributed into 5 axes: anxiety related to the math book, the teacher, the class, the test and life experiences related to math. Content validity of the measure is verified by a group of experts. The researcher redid the test after two – week interval to test the consistency of it.

Result
(Spss) program is used to calculate t-test to compare means marks of the pre and post application of the experimental group to measure math anxiety. The following table shows these results: to determine the highest limit for that cell as shown in the following Table:-

Table (1) t-test results to compare means of the pre and post application of experimental group marks in the math anxiety scale "paired samples statistics"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre –test</td>
<td>18.41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>18.11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post –test</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The previous table shows that t-value is ≤0.05. That is a significant difference at the favor of the post application; the thing which proves that there are statistically significant differences between means of pre and post application marks of the experimental group at favor of the post application. T – Value of the math anxiety scale is 18.116 and the freedom grade is (40).

Discussion
Looking at the previous results, there are statistically significant differences between means of pre and post application marks of the experimental group at the favor of the post application. That is justified by the effects of the constructive theory – based model:

• The suggested Cognitive Apprenticeship model has contributed greatly at the behalf of math teachers and planners; the thing which helps them to develop effective educational strategies enriching the educational process.

• The model is considered an alternative to the traditional ways of teaching math because it gives interest to practice during the stage of eliciting the mathematical sums in a way that reduces math anxiety.

• Expressing and contemplating stage has contributed greatly to motivate students and reduce their anxiety towards the math book, the teacher and class.

• Exploration stage has contributed to encourage students to generate new and creative ideas..

Recommendations
Teachers can reduce math anxiety of their students by changing teaching environments , using new techniques , focusing on students' outcomes to reduce feeling with failure , encouraging students to like math and consider it a meaningful subject and giving confidence to students while doing sums . The researcher suggests the following behaviors to reduce math anxiety:

1- Presenting math in an interesting style.
2- Using scientific method.
3- Depending on feedback.
4- Using competitive games during classes.
5- Using cooperative learning.
6- Using inquiry- based technique.
7- Using guided discovery way.
8- Using Ozbel advanced experience model in teaching math.

Figure (2) significant differences between means of pre and post application marks of the experimental group
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